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Partitions of Graphs into Coverings and Hypergraphs

into Transversals

D. DE WERRA

Abstract

A covering of a multigraph G is a subset of edges which meet ail vertices of G. Partitions of the
edges of G into coverings Ci, C2,..., Ck are considered.

In particular we examine how close the cardinalities of thèse coverings may be. A resuit concern-
ing matchings is extended to the décomposition into coverings. Finally thèse considérations are
generalized to the décompositions of the vertices of a hypergraph into transversals (a transversal is a
set of vertices meeting ail edges of the hypergraph).

Introduction

In this note a multigraph G={Xy U) consists of a finite non-empty set Zof vertices
and a set U of edges.

A covering C in G is a subset of edges such that each vertex of G is adjacent to at
least one edge of C. Given a multigraph G we will consider partitions of the edges of
G into coverings Cl9 C2,..., Ck. (Such a partition exists only if each vertex x has

degree at least k, i.e. if any x is adjacent to at least k edges). The cardinality of Ct will
be denoted by ct.

We will first examine the following question: given a multigraph G when does a

given finite séquence c1>c2>"#>cfc>0 represent the cardinalities of a partition of
C/into coverings?

A similar problem concerning partitions into matchings (i.e. subsets ofnonadjacent
edges) has been solved in [1] and [2].

In §2 the problem is formulated in terms of hypergraphs; we now hâve partitions
of the vertices into transversals and we examine in particular how close the cardinalities

of transversals in a partition can be.

AU notions not defined hère can be found in [3].

§ 1. Partitions into Coverings

Let us call covering index i(G) of G the largest k for which there exists a partition
of the edges of G into k coverings Cl9 C2,..., Ck.

To each such partition we associate a séquence cl9 c2,..., ck where ct is the

cardinality of Ct and where the indices are chosen in such a way that ct ^c2< ••• <ck.
We may now formulate a theorem which is quite similar to the matching case.
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THEOREM 1. If the séquence cu c2,..., ck corresponds to a partition ofthe edges

ofG into coverings, then any séquence cu c2,..., ck with

k

corresponds also to a partition of the edges of G into coverings.

Proof. We only hâve to prove that any couple of coverings Ci9 Cj with ct — c,=
À>2 may be replacée by two disjoint coverings Ci9 Cj with ci — ci — K—2 and

CfuCj^Ci^jCj; then by repeated transformations of this type we will obtain any
séquence cl9 c2,..., ck satisfying the above condition.

Let Gij be the graph formed by the edges of Ct u Cj\ m Gtj we construct an alter-

nating chain (i.e. its edges belong alternately to Ct and Cj) and extend it as far as

possible (it may happen that this chain goes through the same vertex several times).
We remove it from Gtj and we construct another alternating chain which is as long as

possible in the remaining graph. We remove it and continue until we obtain an
alternating chain Q starting and ending with edges in Ct (such a chain must exist since

ct — c/=Â>2). We interchange the edges of Q n Ct and Q n Cj and obtain two subsets

Ch Cj with ci—cJ=K—2. Ct and Cj are still coverings: at each endpoint of Q there

were (before the interchange) more edges of Ct than of Cj (i.e. at least 2 edges of C,),
so after the interchange Ct and Cj hâve at least one edge at each endpoint of Q as well
as at any other vertex of G.

Now if we are interested in knowing how close the cardinalities of coverings in a

partition can be, we hâve the following immédiate conséquence of the theorem.

COROLLARY. For any k^i(G), there exists a partition ofthe edges of G into

coverings Cl5C2,...,Cfc with cardinalities cuc29.-.9ck satisfying: \c( —

Remark. The proof of Theorem 1 may be adapted to the case of /7-bounded
colorations [4] for which a similar resuit holds.

§2. Transversals in Hypergraphs

A hypergraph H (X9 U) consists of a finite set X of vertices and a family U of
nonempty edges Ej (jf= 1,..., m) satisfying UT=i Uj—X-

A transversal is a subset T of vertices such that TnEj^0 for/= 1,..., m.

H(p) will dénote any hypergraph in which any vertex belongs to at most/? edges.
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Let Tu T2,..., Tk be a partition of the vertices of a hypergraph H(p) into trans-
versals and let tu t2i..., tk be their cardinalities. Ifp=l, ail edges are disjoint; in this
case it is easy to obtain from Tl9 T2,.. Tk a partition TUT2,. ,Tk with |/,-(,!« 1

i,j=\9...,k.
Hence we will assume that/?>2 in the remainder of the note.

LEMMA. Any two transversals Tl9 Ts of H{p) with tJ>{p — \)tl-\-\ may be re-
placed by two transversals Tl9 T} with ît < î3 < (p — 1 f, 4-1.

Proof. Consider the subhypergraph HlJ (TluTJ} spanned by TtuTj (îts edges

are (TtuTj)nEr for r 1,..., m).
We will associate to HtJ a graph GtJ whose vertices are those of T% u T} ; its edges

which will be called heavy edges are obtained as follows :

initially there are no heavy edges. We examine consecutively ail edges E of HtJ
(note that for each E, TtnE^0 and TjnE^Q)

a) if in edge E no pair of vertices x, y with xeTtnE and ye T3 n i? is joined by a

heavy edge, then we pick up one such pair (x, y) and it becomes a heavy edge.

b) if in edge E there is already a pair x, y with xeTtr\E and yeTjC\E which is a

heavy edge, we simply examine the next edge of Hiy
By construction, GtJ is bipartite; besides no vertex in GlJ has a degree greater than

p (since no vertex belongs to more than p edges of HtJ).
Assume now that tJ tl+M>(p-\) tt + \. GtJ has at most tt-p edges and 2tt +

+M^tt-p+2 vertices, hence it cannot be connected.
So there must exist a connected component G'VJ of GtJ with t[ <tfJ t[JrL^i{p—\)x

x t[ +1 where t[ and fj are the cardinalities of the subsets T[ and T\ of vertices of G'ti

belonging to Tx and Tj respectively.
We now interchange the vertices of T[ and T'p thus Tt and r, are replaced by

subsets Tl9 fy We hâve to show that T% and T3 are transversals of HtJ and consequently

ofH(p).
Notice that each edge of H contains exactly one heavy edge of GtJ and possibly

isolated vertices of GtJ (it may occur that a heavy edge belongs to several edges of H).
So changing the colour of an isolated vertex of Gtj will still give two transversals

Tl9 Tj. Furthermore by interchanging the colours of the vertices in a connected

component of GtJ we also obtain transversals: ail edges containing a heavy edge of GftJ wili
still be met by Tt and Ts and the edges containing only nonadjacent vertices of GrtJ

must contain a heavy edge of another component of GtJ ; hence they will also be met

by f, and Tr
Finally observe that

So the cardinalities /, and Ij satisfy
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which implies

max(ff,
min (fi9ij)>ti
Let us choose the indices so that îs>it;if we still hâve tj>(p-1 it +1, we may

repeat the interchange procédure ; we will ultimately obtain transversals Ti9 Tj satisfying

We dénote by qH the greatest number k of transversals Tx, T2,..., Tk in a partition of if.

THEOREM 2. For any k<,qH, there exists a partition ofthe vertices of H(p) into
transversals Tu T2,.-., Tk with cardinalities tu tly..., tk satisfying: maxf(^)<(/?—1)

Proof The theorem follows directly from the previous lemma : as long as we hâve
in the partition two transversals Ti9 Tj satisfying tJ>(p-l)ti + l we perforai the
interchange procédure described in the lemma. Finally we will obtain a partition with
cardinalities tx ^ t2 5* * • • > tk satisfying {p — 1 tk +1 ^ tt.

Remark. The partitioning problem of § 1 is in fact a problem of transversals in the
dual hypergraph H of G: each edge of G is a vertex of H; to each vertex x of G we
associate an edge Ex; it contains ail vertices corresponding to edges of G which are
adjacent to x. Clearly no vertex of H belongs to more than 2 edges. Coverings in G

correspond to transversals in H.
Since/?=2, interchanges may be performed whenever \tj—tt\ > 1, this means that

Theorem 1 holds.
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